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Flintco Constructive Solutions Implements Computer Guidance Construction ERP
Integrated Financial and Project Management Applications For Standard Business Processes
And Unified Data Management
Scottsdale, Arizona – Computer Guidance Corporation, the leading developer of ERP software solutions for the construction industry,
announced that Flintco, LLC has implemented Computer Guidance’s Construction ERP solution to replace their current legacy cost
accounting system. Computer Guidance’s eCMS construction enterprise resource planning solution now serves as the organization’s
technology backbone to standardize and consolidate business processes and integrate mission-critical data across all business units.
Since its founding in 1908, Flintco has made a name for itself as one of the premier construction companies in the country. Flintco has a
reputation of providing the very best construction solutions and services to a wide array of clients across the United States. It has
consistently been named among the Engineering News-Record’s Top 400 leading general building contractors as well as in the Top 50 in a
variety of market-specific categories, including correctional, entertainment, sports, educational, hotels, motels and convention, healthcare,
general building and green construction. In 2013, Flintco was acquired by Alberici Corporation setting the stage for tremendous growth
opportunities for the two organizations.
“After seeing the successes that Alberici has had with the eCMS v.4.0 and the improvements it brought to automating essential off-line
processes and critical project metrics to project managers, we decided to migrate Flintco to Computer Guidance’s construction ERP,” said
Marty Schaper, CAO at Flintco. “We needed greater accessibility to business-critical data across all of our business units and wanted a
single integrated system to deliver it.”
The Flintco ERP implementation was successfully completed in March 2015, doubling the size of the overall eCMS user base and ERP
footprint at Alberici. The year-long project included more than 30 project team members working together to coordinate tasks, including
extensive data conversion and process re-engineering. The contractor went live on eCMS v.4.0 cost accounting, financial management,
payroll, job cost, equipment accounting and maintenance, purchasing, Cognos Business Intelligence and Analytics, Enterprise Content
Management applications.
“An organization that manages hundreds of large-scale construction projects at multiple locations, Flintco had a significant need for a
robust enterprise-class ERP solution that places business-critical data into the hands of back-office and field employees on demand.”
stated Steven Gross, Vice President of Client Solutions, Computer Guidance Corporation. “With our eCMS ERP, Flintco users will now rely
on integrated financial and project data to manage their day-to-day business operations allowing them for improved decision-making and
greater productivity.”
About Computer Guidance Corporation
Computer Guidance is the software development expert for construction enterprise resource planning solutions. In business since 1981,
Computer Guidance has provided its customers with construction financial and project management applications supported by industryleading business intelligence and analytics applications and advanced productivity tools. Computer Guidance is a premier Business
Partner of IBM Corporation, providing a solid technology foundation for both its cloud-based, hosted and on-premise solutions. Hundreds
of commercial contractors have implemented Computer Guidance ERP achieving quantifiable benefits year after year. Many Computer
Guidance customers are represented among the Engineering News-Record Top 50, 400 and 600 and the On-Site Top 40. Computer
Guidance’s construction software expertise has led the Associated General Contractors of America to select Computer Guidance’s
solutions as the ERP solution of choice for its members. eCMS has also been acknowledged by the CFMA IT Survey, ranking its job cost,
accounting and payroll applications as the number one software for commercial contractors. In 2013, Computer Guidance received a
silver Contractor’s Choice award from Roads & Bridges magazine recognizing eCMS as one of the most widely implemented ERP
solutions among its readership.
Computer Guidance Corporation became a member of JDM Technology Group in January 2014. JDM Technology Group is a global
software business that is exclusively in Construction with 45,000 users served, in 40 countries and in 6 continents, employing 300 staff.
Collectively the customers of JDM Technology Group companies employ over an estimated 1 million of the United States 6.1 million total
construction workforce. JDM Technology Group’s core business philosophy is long-term commitment to customer service, coupled with
providing the best possible solutions to customers.
For additional information, visit www.computerguidance.com or call 888.361.4551.
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